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Abstract

One major issue in early research on machine
understanding of mathematical terms found in text
was the lack of evaluation datasets. A previous study (Wolska et al., 2011) was based on a
small evaluation set of 200 mathematical expressions annotated by experts. Clearly, large samples of sense-tagged data would require significant human annotation and labor. Fortunately,
then, Ide et al. (2002) showed that sense distinctions derived from cross-lingual information are at
least as reliable as those made by human annotators. The novel research described in our paper
presents a fully automated method for generating
large samples of mathematical terms with sensetagged data.
As part of the effort described here to address
mathematical term sense disambiguation (MTSD),
we first propose a method that uses a MathML parallel markup corpus to generate training and testing datasets. Second, we propose heuristics that
improve alignment results for the parallel markup
corpus. Third, we present a classification-based
approach to the MTSD problem. To the best of
our knowledge, this study is the first to make use
of parallel corpora to address MTSD.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Sections 2 and 3 provide a brief overview of the
background and related work; Section 4 presents
our methods; Section 5 describes the experimental
setup and results; Section 6 concludes the paper
and points to directions for future research.

This paper addresses the open problem of mathematical term sense disambiguation. We introduce a method that
uses a MathML parallel markup corpus
to generate relevant training and testing
datasets. Based on the dataset generated,
we use Support Vector Machine classifier
to disambiguate the sense of mathematical
terms. Experimental results indicate we
can generate such data automatically and
with reasonable accuracy.

1

Introduction

Word-sense disambiguation (WSD) refers to the
process of identifying the correct sense or meaning of a word in a sentence when the word has
multiple meanings. WSD remains a difficult open
problem in natural language processing. Current
WSD systems are based on supervised, unsupervised, and knowledge-based approaches (Navigli,
2009). This paper focuses on the problem of disambiguating the sense of mathematical terms occurring within normal text, an aspect little discussed to date.
The problem of achieving automated understanding of mathematical expressions can be illustrated quite clearly. For instance, depending on context, the mathematical term δ can
be interpreted to refer to Kronecker Delta,
Dirac Delta, Discrete Delta, or simply
to a variable δ. Another example is i, which
can be interpreted to mean the imaginary
constant, the index variable, or the
bound variable of an operation. Other examples include α, β, σ, φ, ω, Φ, B, H, x, y,
sim. In many such cases, disambiguation can
play a crucial role in the automated understanding, translation, and calculation of mathematical
expressions.

2

Background

Web pages and documents represent mathematical expressions in many formats: images,
TEX, MathML (Ausbrooks et al., 2010), OpenMath (Buswell et al., 2004), OMDoc (Kohlhase,
2006), or the ISO/IEC standard Office Open
XML (Miller et al., 2009). This paper uses
MathML markup, a format recommended by the
W3C Math Working Group, as a standard for rep809
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resenting mathematical formulas. MathML uses
presentation markup to capture notational structures and content markup to capture mathematical
structures and mathematical meaning. MathML
parallel markup provides both forms of markup for
the same mathematical expression. Figure 1 shows
the MathML presentation and content markup for
the expression arctan(0)=0 1 .

Several studies have shown encouraging results
for WSD based on parallel corpora (Diab and
Resnik, 2002; Tufiş et al., 2004; Chan and Ng,
2005; Carpuat and Wu, 2007; Padó and Lapata,
2009; Lefever and Hoste, 2010; Lefever et al.,
2011). Ide et al. (2002) used translation equivalents derived from parallel aligned corpora to determine sense distinctions applicable to automatic
sense-tagging. They evaluated their work using a
subset of 33 nouns covering a range of occurrence
frequencies and degrees of ambiguity (Ide et al.,
2001), with results indicating no significant difference in agreement rates for the algorithm and
for human annotators. The main limitation of this
study is its dependence on aligned corpora, which
are not easily obtainable.
Wolska et al. (Wolska and Grigore, 2010; Wolska et al., 2011) presented a knowledge-poor
method for identifying the denotation of simple
symbolic expressions in mathematical discourse.
Based on statistical co-occurrence measures, the
system sorted a simple symbolic expression under
one of seven predefined concepts. Here, the authors found that lexical information from the linguistic context immediately surrounding the expression improved results. This approach achieves
66% agreement with the gold standard of manual
annotation by experts. From our perspective, the
predefined concepts are closely related to syntactic
function, not the semantics of the terms.

Presentation MathML
<mrow>
<mrow>
<msup>
<mi>tan</mi>
<mrow>
<mo>-</mo>
<mn>1</mn>
</mrow>
</msup>
<mo>(</mo>
<mn>0</mn>
<mo>)</mo>
</mrow>
<mo>=</mo>
<mn>0</mn>
</mrow>

ContentMathML
<apply>
<eq/>
<apply>
<arctan/>
<cn>0</cn>
</apply>
<cn>0</cn>
</apply>

Figure 1: MathML presentation and content
markup for the expression arctan(0)=0

4
Natural language sentences and presentation
mathematical expressions have several key similarities and differences. A token element in a
mathematical expression can be regarded as a
word in a sentence. In presentation markup, token
elements are divided into four main types: identifiers (<mi>x</mi>), operators (<mo>+</mo>),
numbers (mn>2</mn>), and text (<mtext>non
zero</mtext>). A sentence may contain certain layout elements, such as subscripts or superscripts, while a mathematical expression may contain numerous layout elements, such as <mrow>,
<msup>, <munderover>, and <mfrac>. As
noted by Ausbrooks et al. (2010), mathematical
notation, while more rigorous than natural language, is ambiguous and context-dependent.
1

Related Work

4.1

Our Approach
Generating the Datasets

We compiled our MTSD data using parallel
MathML markup expressions gathered from the
Web. First, using a set of heuristic rules, we preprocessed the parallel MathML markup expressions. We then used the GIZA++ toolkit to obtain
node-to-node aligned data. Based on the node-tonode aligned data, we created subtree-to-subtree
aligned data. Finally, we extracted ambiguous
terms from the subtree-to-subtree aligned data to
obtain data for MTSD. Figure 2 gives the steps
taken to generate the data.
A crucial step in generating MTSD data is
achieving alignment between the Presentation side
and the Content side of the expressions. Given
a set of several MathML parallel markup expressions, we used the automated word alignment

http://functions.wolfram.com/01.14.03.0001.01
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and after applying heuristic rules for the expression arctan(0)=0.
To extract more complex mathematical terms,
we expand the node-to-node alignments to
subtree-to-subtree alignments. In this study, we
expanded the subtree alignment only to the parent of the mi nodes. The criteria used here to
achieve subtree aligned pair are similar to that
used by Tinsley et al. (2007). First, a node can be
linked only once. Second, descendants of a presentation node can link only to descendants of its
content counterpart. Third, ancestors of a presentation node can link only to ancestors of its content
counterpart (a node counts as its own ancestor).
If one presentation node links to more than one
content node, we keep only the link with the highest alignment score, as given by Equation 1. The
number of alignments between the presentation
tree treeP and the content tree treeC is the sum
of (1) the number of alignments from the leaf children of treeP to the leaf children of treeC and
(2) the number of alignments from the leaf children of tree to the leaf children of treeP . For
more accurate results, we removed node-to-node
alignments if alignment probabilities fell below a
certain threshold (0.2). In Equation 1, Pchild and
Cchild , respectively, refer to the child nodes of
treeP and treeC . The blue lines in Figure 3 represent the expanded alignments between subtrees.

Processed
expressions

Figure 2: Steps for generating the data for MTSD.
GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) to obtain alignment
between the Presentation terms and Content terms.
Developed to train word-based translation models,
the GIZA++ toolkit is not directly applicable to
a tree-based corpus. One common solution is to
convert the tree into a sentence by extracting the
leaf nodes of the tree and to form a sequence (Sun
et al., 2010). While this approach works well for
natural language text, it is less effective with mathematical expressions, since the intermediate nodes
of these expressions contain layout information.
Before using GIZA++, to enhance alignment
precision, we apply two heuristic rules to the presentation tree based on information on its structure. The first heuristic rule converts the intermediate layout nodes (except mrow) to leaves on
the tree by moving them to the position of their
first child. When moving an intermediate layout
node, we create a temporary (‘temp’) node to replace the moved node and to keep the other child
nodes intact. Unnecessary parentheses, which indicate that the expressions in the parentheses belong together, are also removed. Figure 3 illustrates an example of this heuristic. In this example, we moved the msup node to a leaf of the tree
and removed a pair of parentheses, <mo>(</mo>
and <mo>)</mo>, near <mn>0</mn> node.
The second heuristic rule moves operator (mo)
nodes to the beginning of the subtree if that subtree contains operator nodes. This rule reduces
cross alignments, since most notations in content MathML are prefix notations and placed in
leaf nodes. In Figure 3, the <mo>=</mo> node
is moved to the first position of the tree. The
<mo>-</mo> node is not moved because it is already the first child of its parent node. This figure
also shows alignment results for GIZA++ before

score(treeP , treeC ) =

# alignments
(1)
# Pchild + # Cchild

Based on the alignment results, we extracted
pairs of presentation mathematical terms and their
associated content terms. A mutually aligned presentation subtree and content subtree form a pair.
This paper will consider only mathematical terms
containing mi (e.g. tan−1 , Ai, Ai(0), Γ, Γ( 23 )).
Only terms associated with ambiguous mapping
are retained to generate training and testing data.
4.2

Disambiguating Mathematical Terms

We created a labeled training set, then used Support Vector Machines (SVM) to learn a classifier
from this labeled data. Assume that a presentation term e has n ways of translating to content
MathML term. Then, for each mathematical expression, we create one positive instance by combining e and its correct translation. We also create
n1 negative instances by combining e and its incorrect translations. We will assign each instance
811
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Figure 3: Example of alignment results for GIZA++ before and after applying the heuristic rules for the
expression arctan(0)=0. Red lines represent alignments from presentation nodes to content nodes;
green lines represent alignments from content nodes to presentation nodes; blue lines represent expanded
alignments between subtrees.
Our experiment involved seven presentation
MathML features. The first determines whether
the term is the only child of its parent. The next
three features encode the relationship between the
term and the surrounding mo elements. The last
three features represent the parent’s name, the
term’s own name, and the first mi child’s name.
Since mathematical terms differ from natural language words, the features differ as well.

to one of two classes, depending on the candidate
translation: The class is ‘true’ if the content term
is the correct translation of the presentation term;
otherwise, the class is ‘false.’
We can divide the features used in SVM disambiguation into two main groups: presentation MathML and text features. Presentation
MathML features are extracted from the presentation MathML markup of the mathematical expressions. Mathematical compendium websites often
group expressions into several categories. The
only text feature we use here is the name of the
category to which a mathematical expression belongs. Table 1 shows the features we used for classification.

5

Evaluation

5.1

Table 1: Features used for classification
Feature
Description
Only child
Is it the only child of its parent
Preceded by mo Is it preceded by an mo node
Followed by mo Is it followed by an mo node
mo’s name
The name of the followed mo
Parent’s name
The name of its parent node
Node name
The name of the node
Identifier’s
The name of the first mi child
name
Relation between category
Category
name & candidate translation

812

Evaluation Setup

For these experiments, we collected parallel
MathML markup expressions from the Wolfram
Functions Site2 (WFS), the world’s largest collection of formulas and graphics related to mathematical functions. All mathematical expressions on
WFS are available in MathML parallel markup.
For simplicity, we excluded long expressions containing more than 30 leaf nodes. We collected a
total of 20,314 mathematical expressions.
5.2

Evaluation Results

We began by investigating the quality of the generated MTSD data. Using WFS data, we generated 2,925 different mathematical terms. There are
390 distinct ambiguous terms and 2,535 distinct
2

http://functions.wolfram.com/

unambiguous terms. Of the ambiguous terms, 90
distinct terms are single mi elements. There are
67,987 instances contain all the ambiguous terms
in our data. Table 2 shows the generated data.

tomatically extracted data and nine-tenths of the
manually verified data. Both systems set aside
one-tenth of the verified data for testing. Classification accuracies were computed over the set of
binary decisions. We used the default libSVM parameters. Table 3 gives the disambiguation accuracy for ambiguous mi terms.

Table 2: Generated data
Type
Distinct term
Ambiguous mi terms
90
Other ambiguous terms
300
Unambiguous terms
2,535

Table 3: Sense disambiguation accuracy for ambiguous mi terms
Extracted
Verified
Method
data
data
All feature
91.40
93.94
Without
91.22
92.41
‘category’ feature
Most frequent
85.01
89.76

The table shows that only 14% of the extracted
mathematical terms are ambiguous. One possible explanation: In WFS data, people tend to use
one meaning for a fixed notation. Another: The
system depends on the quality of the alignment
output. The aligner may ignore an alignment if
the probability of the alignment is low. This also
causes errors in sense extraction if a sub-tree is
aligned with a single term but the links are not
fully connected: for example, tan−1 (Presentation) and arctan (Content).
Within the scope of this paper, we focused on
the single mi element terms. (The same method
can be expanded to encompass additional ambiguous terms.) We manually verified these single mi
element terms to assess the quality of the generated MTSD data. Of 247 extracted senses, 197
were correct, an accuracy rate of 79.76% for the
generated data. Each mi element term has an average of 2.74 senses. The term with the most
senses was <mi>C</mi>, which had six senses:
Catalan, CatalanNumber, C, GegenbauerC, Cyclotomic, and FresnelC.
Next, we set up an experiment using libSVM3
in the Weka toolkit (Hall et al., 2009) to examine
sense disambiguation results for each presentation
MathML term. The data we used contained the 90
distinct ambiguous mi terms. In this evaluation,
we compared the results for systems using different training data: automatically extracted data
and manually verified data. We also compared
the results of our approach to the ‘most frequent’
method, which chooses the interpretation of highest probability. Since in the real world not every
mathematical expression is associated with its category name, we also set up another experiment to
assess the performance of our approach with and
without the ‘category’ feature.
We built two models using nine-tenths of the au3

The results in Table 3 indicate reasonable results for the automatically extracted data. We
gained improvements ranging from 1.2 to 2.5 percent by building a model using manually verified
data. The classifier with ‘category’ feature slightly
outperformed the classifier without the ‘category’
feature. Overall, the results here were approximately 4 to 7 percent more accurate than for
the ‘most frequent’ method. The explanation for
the relatively high scores for the ‘most frequent’
method is that mathematical elements often have a
preferred meaning.
The results suggest we can make direct use of
automatically generated data when working on the
MTSD problem. For mathematical expressions
in MathML parallel markup, the generated data
is good enough without manual checking. The
results also show that the text feature-i.e., the
category of the mathematical term-contributes to
system performance. While this improvement is
modest, it suggests that features aside from the
mathematical term itself can be helpful. However,
the system works well even without this feature.

6

Conclusion

This paper presents an approach to creating training data for the mathematical term sense disambiguation problem. Combining word-to-word
alignment models and heuristic alignments, this
approach shows that we can generate reasonably
accurate MTSD data using parallel corpora. The
data generated can then be used to train a classifier
that allows automatic sense-tagging of mathematical expressions.

http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼cjlin/libsvm/
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In contrast to natural language text, mathematical expressions require specific processing methods. More work needs to be done to establish the features best-suited to mathematical terms
in a larger dataset. An extension of the model
with more text and context features, in addition
to the category feature, should prove interesting.
Since the alignments between presentation and
the content tree affect the generated data, improving alignment accuracy may boost system performance.
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